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1. What's New in 5.5.1

Data discovery, classification and remediation

1.1. NDC Management Web Console

- Added Initial Product Configuration Wizard, v1 supports:
  - Instance Name configuration
  - Basic document processing settings
  - Loading initial taxonomies
  - Next Steps - the best places to start using the product
- Added Bulk Taxonomy Update Wizard, v1 supports:
  - Adding Clues (define template, add default clues)
  - Updating Clues (set properties and string replacement)
  - Configuring the scope of the update (taxonomy / branch)
  - Filtering terms / clues from processing
  - Reporting on the scope of changes prior to processing

1.2. General Improvements

- Existing customers will be automatically updated - no additional steps are required
- Amended behavior of SQL Tagging updates - all update validations are now run prior to any update statements being executed
- Added support for in-place redaction as part of a Workflow Migration copying a document (redact the original location)
- Added support for "masking" based redaction (retains a specified number of start/end characters from each redacted string)
- Added support for classification tagging prefix / suffix (File / SQL Tagging property tagging)
- Added support for updating OpenText Content Server fields (Workflow Action). Current limitation: Metadata will be updated as a delimited list to one value. This does not currently support metadata value per multi-value attribute.
- Added support for registering taxonomies with Add-In authentication
- Amended behavior of "file move" events - now trigger reclassification in line with SharePoint behavior
• Added support for creating the Data Classification database as part of the installation process
• Improved logging of collection inclusion / exclusion functionality
• Improved language detection for short documents
• Added “Communication Sites” to the list of automatically detected SharePoint Online site collections
• Added “Meeting Requests” to the list of processed Exchange mail types

Improved visibility of low SQL database space:
• Processing against a SQL Express database will be suspended at 9 GB volume (and a warning shown at 7 GB).
• Optional configuration setting available (Configuration -> Core -> System) to enable this for non SQL Express databases (specifying the maximum allowed size)

1.3. Taxonomies
• Failed mandatory clues will now indicate which clue failed as part of the debug information
• A warning is now displayed as part of the calculations dialog to indicate when a document should be re-classified (if classifications will change due to clue changes)
• Browse interface now supports filtering by score (reviewing low scoring documents)
• All taxonomies use consistent naming for language specific terms
• Updated clues for about 20 terms to reduce false positives

1.4. Extended Compliance Taxonomies
Netwrix Data Classification 5.5.1 includes extended predefined compliance taxonomies that cover personal information for 20 additional countries and 4 additional languages.

Added countries:
• Austria
• Croatia
• Cyprus
• Czech Republic
• Estonia
• Finland
• Greece
• Hungary
• Iceland
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- Ireland
- Latvia
- Lithuania
- Luxemburg
- Malta
- Norway
- Poland
- Portugal
- Romania
- Slovakia
- Sweden

**Added languages:**
- Danish
- Icelandic
- Greek
- Swedish

**GDPR Restricted:**
- GDPR Restricted tagging improvements
- Data concerning person health is tagged as GDPR Restricted (requires PHI taxonomy to be installed)
- Minor corrections to GDPR's “Generic GDPR” and underlying terms

### 1.5. Administration Improvements

**Sources:**
- Added table name "hint" when configuring each SQL update
- Added helpers to format each SQL update filter
- Added folder / source size (Kb, MB, GB, etc) to Sources / Pages grid. Displays the size of all child content. Populated by background processing. May not match SharePoint statistics (does not include versionned sizes etc).

**Workflows:**
- Amended behaviour of SMTP server dropdown (wizard) - now refreshable

**Config:**
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- Added support for re-indexing by Content Type (having changed text extraction mechanism). Relies on new database column (new customers or post re-index)

**Reporting:**

- Added new report "Hit Counts": identifies the number of occurrences of sensitive data matches (regular expression hits) per source/container.

- Added new report "Source Statistics": provides high level source statistics (average document size, etc).

- Added support to document classification reports for filtering on score

**APIs:**

- Added ~/_api/Taxonomies/Taxonomy/PredefinedTaxonomies - enumerates the available predefined taxonomies

- Added ~/_api/Taxonomies/Taxonomy/Id DELETE - deletes the specified taxonomy

- Added ~/_api/Taxonomies/Taxonomy/PredefinedTaxonomies/Id POST - adds a predefined (default) taxonomy